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ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

The artificial intelligence research community is continuing to grapple with the ethics of its work by encouraging researchers to discuss
potential positive and negative consequences. Neural Information
Processing Systems (NeurIPS), a top-tier conference for machine
learning and artificial intelligence research, first required a statement of broader impact in 2020. In 2021, NeurIPS updated their call
for papers such that 1) the impact statement focused on negative
societal impacts and was not required but encouraged, 2) a paper
checklist and ethics guidelines were provided to authors, and 3)
papers underwent ethics reviews and could be rejected on ethical grounds. In light of these changes, we contribute a qualitative
analysis of 231 impact statements and all publicly-available ethics
reviews. We describe themes arising around the ways in which
authors express agency (or lack thereof) in identifying or mitigating negative consequences and assign responsibility for mitigating
negative societal impacts. We also characterize ethics reviews in
terms of the types of issues raised by ethics reviewers (falling into
categories of policy-oriented and non-policy-oriented), recommendations ethics reviewers make to authors (e.g., in terms of adding
or removing content), and interaction between authors, ethics reviewers, and original reviewers (e.g., consistency between issues
flagged by original reviewers and those discussed by ethics reviewers). Finally, based on our analysis we make recommendations for
how authors can be further supported in engaging with the ethical
implications of their work.

• Computing methodologies → Artificial intelligence; • Social
and professional topics → Codes of ethics.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, the artificial intelligence research community has been experimenting with the development of professional
ethics norms, specifically around standards for reflecting on the
societal implications of research prior to publication. In this vein,
in 2018, Hecht et al. [15] proposed a change to the peer review
process: researchers should be expected to include some discussion
of both positive and negative societal consequences of their work in
their submissions. That year, there was a workshop at a top-tier machine learning conference, Neural Information Processing Systems
(NeurIPS), on ethical, social, and governance issues in artificial intelligence [4], and similar ones each year since [2, 12, 14, 25]. In 2020,
NeurIPS announced more interdisciplinary subject areas [13] and a
new submission requirement: a broader impact statement [18]. Unlike workshops and interdisciplinary tracks that might have been
considered more “niche,” the requirement directly affected every
submission, of which there were over 9,000 in 2020 [1, 17]. While
broader impact statements themselves were not new to the research
community at-large [9, 22, 26], they were new to the NeurIPS community.
Multiple papers sought to analyze the response and effect of the
2020 NeurIPS submission requirement [1, 3, 10, 19], particularly

to inform considerations for designing its next iteration. In 2021,
the NeurIPS submission requirements changed: a broader impact
statement was no longer required, but a “paper checklist” was [8, 20,
21]. The checklist included, and went beyond, the broader impact
statement “to encourage best practices for responsible machine
learning research, addressing issues of reproducibility, transparency,
research ethics, and societal impact” [21]. Both the conferenceprovided ethics guidelines and paper checklist included examples
of potential negative societal impacts and provided researchers
with suggestions for considerations of impacted stakeholders and
possible harms [5, 21]. The checklist also encouraged authors to
discuss mitigation strategies where there was potential negative
societal impact [21]. In addition to the paper checklist, NeurIPS
empowered its ethics review process—while a paper could not be
rejected solely on ethical grounds in 2020, this became a possibility
in 2021 [8]. Overall, NeurIPS 2021 program chairs viewed the ethics
review process as “educational, not prohibitive” [7], and provided
the paper checklist, ethics guidelines, and ethics review process as
tools for ethical reflection.
Standards for how the artificial intelligence research community considers downstream impacts of their work are evolving and
require closer examination. While previous work has, for example, studied the topics researchers discuss when required to write
broader impact statements [19], changes to the impact statement
requirement motivate further investigation into how authors approached the task. Further, the new availability of ethics reviews
provides an opportunity to study the dialog between authors and
ethics reviewers.
In this paper, we analyze the 2021 potential negative impact
statements (“impact statements”) and ethics reviews with the goal
of understanding to what extent, and how, authors discuss negative
impact when not explicitly required to do so, and the role of ethics
reviews in encouraging authors to further consider the impacts
of their work. We contribute a qualitative analysis of 231 impact
statements, a 30% random sample of all statements collected, and all
available ethics reviews (96 reviews across 50 papers). We describe
themes arising around the ways in which authors express agency
(or lack thereof) in identifying or mitigating negative societal impacts and assign responsibility for mitigating negative impacts in
impact statements. These patterns provide further evidence for previously mentioned barriers to accountability, such as the difficulty
of placing blame when “many hands” are involved in the creation
of machine learning systems and the characterization of bugs as
inevitable [11]. We also describe themes in the ethics review process centering around the types of issues raised by ethics reviewers,
recommendations ethics reviewers make to authors, and interaction
between authors, ethics reviewers, and original reviewers.

2

DATA AND METHODS

Our process for analyzing both the impact statements and the ethics
reviews followed three similar stages 1) data collection, 2) taxonomy
specification, and 3) qualitative coding, which are further broken
down in Figure 1. We discuss our data collection methods, highlighting our impact statement scraping process, and provide details
on our qualitative coding methodologies for impact statements and
ethics reviews.

2.1

Impact Statement Scraping

Two changes to 2021’s impact statement policy informed our data
collection process. First, papers were not required to include an
impact statement; instead NeurIPS encouraged authors to discuss
potential negative societal impacts, but omission of a statement was
not grounds for rejection [5]. Second, discussions of societal impacts
did not need to have their own dedicated section. We designed our
statement scraping pipeline, shown in Figure 2, to accommodate
these changes.
First, we downloaded the camera-ready paper PDFs from the
NeurIPS Pre-Proceedings.1 We converted these PDFs into HTML
using pdfminer2 and parsed the output with BeautifulSoup.3
To extract the impact statements, we defined start and end elements in the HTML files. The start element is the first element
containing any of the following key phrases: “broader impact,” “societal impact,” “broad impact,” “social impact,” and “negative impact.”
We devised the list of key phrases based on the initial manual validation process detailed in Section 2.3. Papers without a start element
were deemed to not contain an impact statement. The end element
is the first element after the start that contains a section header, as
determined by the font (since header fonts differ from other parts
of paper text); while any section header ends the statement,4 we
explicitly checked for the beginning of a references or acknowledgements section since impact statements often appear near the end
of papers. The final statement we extract is then the concatenation
of all text between the start and end elements. We also repeat the
process for the supplemental materials to extract impact statements
appearing in the appendix, though we only process supplemental
materials that are PDFs and omit zip folders.
2.1.1 Scraper Validation. First, we manually validated the initial
scraper by comparing extracted statements against the original
PDFs for 72 papers. We further validated our scraper by checking
for false negatives, which are discussions of societal impact that do
not contain any of the key phrases listed in Figure 2. To account
for false negatives, we took a random sample of a dozen papers
from among the 1, 566 our scraper did not select. We read each of
these papers checking for any discussion of societal impact and
found no false negatives. The closest discussions we found used
real-world applications as motivation in the introduction but did
not go further to discuss societal impact.
2.1.2 Data Summary. In total, we found impact statements in 768
papers or 32.9% of papers. Among the papers that did discuss societal impact, 80.7% included a statement in the main paper body
and 28.9% included a statement in the appendix, with some including statements in both. Among papers that had impact statements,
the median length was similar to the length of 2020 NeurIPS statements [3]. The median length for statements included in the main
body was 113 words while the median length was 136 in 2020.

1 https://proceedings.neurips.cc/paper/2021
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2 https://github.com/pdfminer/pdfminer.six
3 https://pypi.org/project/beautifulsoup4/
4 If

the statement begins with a section header, we ensure the end header is not a child
header to prevent trimming the statement.

Figure 1: We qualitatively coded both the impact statements and ethics reviews. Our processes for both sets of documents was
broken into three stages: 1) data collection (blue) 2) taxonomy specification (purple) 3) final coding (orange). In both cases, we
started the taxonomy specification process by reading a sample of documents as a group; we then discussed trends that we
individually noticed and defined recurring themes. For the impact statements, we used the group read to identify lingering
issues with the scraper and for the ethics reviews, we conducted a coding trial with our draft taxonomy given the small dataset
size. Finally, for impact statements we coded a 30% random sample (231 statements) of all statements whereas we read all 96
ethics reviews.

2.2

Ethics Reviews

Because NeurIPS used the OpenReview platform for paper reviews
in 2021, we were able to access all of the ethics reviews for papers
that were accepted along with rejected papers that opted to make
their reviews public. We received a list of 51 OpenReview links5 that
were publicly flagged for ethics concerns from the NeurIPS ethics
chairs which yielded 96 ethics reviews. All accepted papers that
underwent an ethics review are included in our dataset; however,
there were 215 rejected papers with ethics reviews that are not
public and thus are not in our dataset [6].
To contextualize the ethics review corpus, we summarize the
2021 NeurIPS ethics review process in Figure 3. For every submission, each NeurIPS reviewer, who we refer to as an “original”
reviewer to distinguish from an ethics reviewer, had the ability to
flag the paper as needing an ethics review. The original reviewers
could choose among a set of pre-defined ethics categories and elaborate on their reasoning for flagging the paper. Thereafter, ethics
reviewers would join the reviewing discussion and comment more
extensively on ethical issues, if any, in the paper. It is important
to note that by the time ethics reviews were added, authors could
already read the original reviews and scores. Authors were given
the chance to respond to the ethics reviews, and after the discussion
period the area chair holistically assessed both original and ethics
reviews to make final paper decisions. In rare cases, area chairs
could make a “conditional accept” decision which would condition
acceptance on the authors incorporating comments from the ethics
review.

5 The

50 papers equated to 51 links because one paper was part of the NeurIPS Consistency Experiment and reviewed twice.

2.3

Qualitative Coding

For both the impact statements and ethics reviews, we followed an
inductive approach where we derived each taxonomy scheme via a
group read of the corpus. The group read consisted of individually
reading mutually exclusive sets of documents, then convening to
discuss and determine themes. In developing the impact statement
taxonomy, we read a total of 340 statements, which was over 40%
of the number of all collected statements. We note that not all of
the statements in the group-read stage were in the final because
we updated the scraper following the group read. In developing the
ethics review taxonomy, we read reviews of 41 of the 51 links for
which ethics reviews were made available. We conducted a trial run
of coding ethics reviews (corresponding to 20 of the 51 links) and
revised the taxonomy to reduce ambiguity in our coding scheme.
Finally, we qualitatively coded impact statements and ethics
reviews based on our taxonomy schemes. In particular, we coded
30% randomly-selected impact statements.

3

IMPACT STATEMENT FINDINGS

Below we take stock of discussions of societal impacts in 2021
NeurIPS papers. Compared to analyses of statements from 2020
(e.g., [19]), ours centers more on discussions of negative impacts,
which was a directive for NeurIPS authors in 2021. Based on our
reading of statements, we find that Agency and Responsibility are
informative attributes by which to study statements. Agency refers
to whether authors seem to believe they have control over identification or mitigation of negative societal impacts, and responsibility
refers to authors appearing to take ownership over identifying impacts and detailing mitigation strategies. We observe that authors
frequently do not express agency and either deny responsibility or
assign it to other parties. These observations are based on our read

Figure 2: Since authors were no longer required to discuss
societal impacts in a dedicated “broader impacts” section
in 2021, we designed a scraping pipeline that flexibly locates societal-impact discussions, if present. After downloading the main paper and supplemental materials from the
NeurIPS Pre-Proceedings, we convert each PDF to HTML. We
then define the impact statement as all text between the key
phrase-conditional start and end elements. We defined the
start and end elements based on our manual examination
of papers and validated the entire pipeline by checking for
false negatives.

of a random sample of 231 statements, 30% of all the statements we
scraped.

3.1

Agency

We find two mechanisms by which authors seem to express a lack
of agency in identifying or mitigating negative societal impacts.
Adversarial Users. Authors write about ways their work could
be used by “adversarial,” “malicious,” or “nefarious” actors (14%, 𝑁 =
33). For instance, the bad actor could use generative adversarial
networks (GANs) to create deepfakes [43],‡ conduct image surveillance [39],‡ or manipulate people [51].‡ In this way, authors seem
to be conveying a perception that certain negative outcomes could
be inevitable given an ill-intentioned user.
In discussing adversarial use cases, authors often frame their
contributions as double-edged swords. While efficiency and control
are often useful features, authors sometimes note that these same
‡ Reference

is part of our NeurIPS 2021 impact statement and ethics review dataset
and can be found in the appendix.

Figure 3: The above figure summarizes the NeurIPS review
process to contextualize the role of the ethics reviews. Ethics
reviews are conducted if at least one original reviewer flags
the paper. For this reason, authors will have already received
the scores from their standard reviews by the time they review their ethics reviews. Further, only in cases of conditional
acceptance are recommendations from the ethics review verified and accounted for prior to acceptance.

capabilities can bolster malicious efforts. For instance, we see an
example of this dual impact theme in [63]:‡
Further, verification exposes flaws in neural network
models, which on the one hand can help improve their
robustness, but on the other hand, can be exploited
by an adversary.
Among discussions of malicious use cases, we observe that authors write about common themes of use cases, such as generating
deepfakes and fake news and conducting privacy-invasive surveillance. We also notice that the severity of the repeated malicious use
cases differ widely. For instance, in addition to the abovementioned
use cases, authors also state that their work could aid the development of biochemical weapons [50].‡ In sum, there is a small list of
negative impacts that are repeatedly cited, but these impacts differ
widely in severity.
Improper Input or Application. We find that authors write
about negative societal impacts resulting from improper input to a
model or improper application. Regarding input, authors sometimes
write that negative impacts would arise if biased data are provided
to the model or if the model builds on top of an existing biased
parent model (14%, 𝑁 = 23). For example, instances of both of these
identifications of causes appear in [42]‡ and [30]:‡
However, such learning is only as good as the data
used for training, and if the data is not unbiased, this
could lead to significant issues related to fairness and
could also lead to societally undesirable outcomes.

Finally, we bear in mind that—as with any other imitation learning method that aims to match the expert’s policy—[Invariant Causal Imitation Learning]
can have potential negative societal impacts if the
expert’s policy is flawed in the first place.
In discussions of deployment, authors frequently define the settings under which their models are meant to perform, and identify
potential negative impacts that could arise outside the expected
settings; in the NeurIPS ethics guidelines [5] these were termed
“application” dependent negative societal impacts. These directives
included limitations to model capabilities, warnings for applying
the contribution to certain tasks or domains, and discussions of
forms of misuse (18%, 𝑁 = 41). For example, [48]‡ states that the
proposed image denoising model may not work as expected if a
distribution assumption is violated:
In real environments, the prior knowledge of noise
distribution may not be available, and the noise model
could not be modeled by exponential family noises.
[33]‡ more explicitly notes that decisions outside the authors’
control could lead to negative impacts:
Unfortunately, like many advances in deep learning
for videos, this approach can be utilized for a variety
of purposes beyond our control.
By placing the threat of a negative impact in a source outside
what is implied to be the core contribution of the paper—often a
model, algorithm, or system—and rather in improper use or input,
it seems that authors imply a lack of agency in mitigating negative
societal consequences. It also seems that authors sometimes appear
to struggle with anticipating potential negative societal impacts
given the number of contextual factors outside their control.

3.2

Denying Responsibility

Separate from expressing a lack of agency, we observe that authors
sometimes also deny the need to take responsibility in the first place.
We see this occur both explicitly in the form of minimizing negative
societal impacts and implicitly in the form of authors infrequently
proposing mitigation strategies.
Minimizing Negative Impact. Prior work analyzing 2020 NeurIPS
broader impact statements found that authors often found ways to
deflect or downplay the need to discuss negative societal impacts,
effectively removing their participation [3]. In 2021’s statements we
find that authors write that theoretical work does not have societal
impact (7.8%, 𝑁 = 18). For example, [65]‡ writes:
Finally, as a theoretical work, we do not anticipate
any potential negative societal impacts of our paper.
In addition, we find that despite the directive to focus on negative
impacts, many papers focus, and some exclusively, on positive societal impacts (36%, 𝑁 = 84), thus minimizing emphasis on negative
impacts. The vast majority of papers that discuss positive impacts
juxtapose positive impacts next to negatives impacts. In a small
subset of papers (1%, 𝑁 = 2), authors claim that the positive impacts
outweigh the negative ones, such as in the case of [46]:‡
Extra caution should be taken that these methods are
steered away from applications that could be used

maliciously, but we believe that, ultimately, these AI
advances will do more good than harm.
Lack of Mitigation. Though the NeurIPS ethics guidelines [5]
ask authors to discuss mitigation strategies for any identified negative impacts, in practice, we find that statements rarely discuss
mitigation. We divide statements based on those that propose a
mitigation strategy (11%, 𝑁 = 26) and those that implement one
(2.2%, 𝑁 = 5). For papers that discuss mitigation, we observe that
mitigation strategies differ along two dimensions: granularity and
immediacy. Regarding granularity, some mitigation strategies proposed concrete action items to address negative impacts stemming
from the paper’s contributions while others suggest more widereaching research agendas to tackle negative impacts from the paper
along with associated issues. An example of a concrete mitigation
approach is the series of recommendations listed in [58]‡ to reduce
the risk of a privacy-violating attack:
Although the risk could be mitigated to some degree
with the specific settings (e.g. small gradient due to
pre-trained backbone, deeper network, more pooling layer, a mixture of multiple tasks), the privacy
problem should not be ignored since we aim to use
this method in collaboration with hospitals where the
patient privacy is a matter of the highest priority.
In contrast, [52]‡ presents an overarching mitigation directive
to avoid all negative social impacts:
However, there is also a potential risk that the proposed algorithm could be used as a tool to identify
minorities and discriminate against them. It should be
ensured that the proposed method cannot be used for
any purpose that may have negative social impacts.
By immediacy, we refer to the fact that authors differ in the
timeline for implementing mitigation strategies. In a small number of cases, authors implement the proposed mitigation strategy
(2.2%, 𝑁 = 5). For example, [60]‡ provides an approximation algorithm to combat environmental costs:
One negative impact of this research is the significant environmental impact associated with training
transformers, which are large and compute-expensive
models. . . To mitigate this, we proposed an approximation algorithm with linear complexity that greatly
reduces the computational requirements.
On the other hand, other strategies are much more forwardlooking without a clear timeline. [66]‡ provides a mitigation strategy for issues stemming from human-AI misalignment that is implemented in future deployments:
One potential strategy for mitigating these risks is the
use of human preference data. . . Such data could be
used to fine-tune and filter trained agents before deployment, encouraging better alignment with human
values.

3.3

Assigning Responsibility

We notice that authors sometimes assign responsibility for identifying or mitigating negative societal impacts in their statements.

In particular, we observe three parties to which authors assign responsibility: practitioners, other authors in a particular subfield,
and the broader research community.
Practitioners. Practitioners are often referred to as domain experts or researchers with knowledge of the application area. In
these cases, authors argue that it is difficult to predict the negative
societal impacts without knowledge of the specific domain, so authors leave identification and mitigation to the user. An example of
such a delegation to the practitioner occurs in [59]:‡
However, in spite of the potential positive aspects,
practitioners need to pay sufficient attention to various perspectives on their problems and our assumptions when trying to apply our proposed method to
real-world problems.
When responsibility is passed to the practitioner authors often
use words such as “caution” or “care,” the task assigned to the
practitioner is large and undefined, and little further guidance is
provided.
Subfield. A common argument in impact statements is that the
paper shares the same negative societal impacts as other papers
in a particular subfield or research area. The argument is that the
paper is one instance of a larger class so any issues applying to the
parent class are inherited in the paper. These claims often carry
two implications. First, these claims serve as a defense of the paper,
arguing that the paper does not introduce any additional negative
societal impacts and only perpetuates existing negative impacts.
Second, these claims are also used to more explicitly remove responsibility for mitigating the negative impacts. Authors express
difficulty disentangling the issues in their paper from those in the
community. The implied result is that the issues are beyond the
scope of the paper and cannot be mitigated within the individual
paper. An example of assigning responsibility to the subfield occurs
in [31]:‡
Clustering methods in general have potential issues
with fairness and privacy, which applies also to our
work, but our research is not expected to introduce
new negative societal impact beyond what is already
known.
Future Work. The final form of delegating responsibility we
identify is assigning identification and mitigation of negative impacts to future work. An example of pushing mitigation to future
work occurs in [32]:‡
Careful consideration of the intended application, and
further study of uncertainty quantification in metalearning approaches will be essential in order to minimize any negative societal consequences of [the paper’s contribution] if deployed in real-world applications.
We interpret the use of recommending future work within the impact statements as assigning responsibility to the broader research
community.

4

ETHICS REVIEW FINDINGS

We consider ethics reviews holistically; that is, we consider not only
the content of ethics reviews, but also the original reviews where

papers were flagged for ethics reviews and responses by authors to
ethics reviews. We characterize ethics reviews by 1) ethical issues
raised in the ethics reviews, 2) recommendations ethics reviewers
make to authors in light of the identified ethical issues, and 3) the
nature of the interaction between the original reviewers, ethics
reviewers, and authors.

4.1

Ethical Issues

Here we focus on ethical issues that are raised or discussed by
ethics reviewers. Broadly, we find that these issues vary in terms
of the category of ethical issue raised (“Category”) and the extent
to which the issue is expressed by ethics reviewers to be unique
to the paper at hand versus an issue that arises more generally in
papers of a specific subfield or type of work (“Scope”).
4.1.1 Category. Ethics reviews focus on issues falling into two
main categories: policy violations and non-policy issues that tend
to require more involved ethical deliberation.
Policy. Policy issues (21.9%, 𝑁 = 21) are raised when ethics
reviewers call for further documentation around IRB protocols
or approvals, sometimes referring explicitly to the NeurIPS paper
checklist item on IRB documentation [21]. For example, ethics reviewer igBF6 on [62]‡ notes that the paper requires more details
on protocols followed for using animal data in experiments:
The key issue here is the use of this animal data in the
experiments. The paper says, “All data coming from
monkeys complied with the approved protocol of local
authorities”, which one of the reviewers pointed out.
I think this statement is not sufficient to justify the
overall protocol in this work, and additional detail
needs to be provided . . . Lastly, the IRB portion, which
I presume the data collection study went through is
answered with N/A. Having said all of the above, the
paper does mention that protocols were observed, but
it just doesn’t provide enough information on this
front.
Ethics reviewer b7jJ raises similar issues about documentation
around protocols in [44],‡ but regarding human subjects research:
This work involves human subjects. However, the
authors do not provide information on whether the
experimentation was reviewed and approved by the
relevant oversight board. Neither do they provide information involving the humans in the experiment.
We also find that sometimes concerns about plagiarism are acknowledged in ethics reviews, although are also sometimes distinguished from ethical issues that ethics reviews are meant to address.
As ethics reviewer enQy writes in their review of [69],‡ “the plagiarism concern raised by [an original reviewer] is a potential code
of conduct violation separate from the NeurIPS ethical guidelines.”
Along the same lines, ethics reviewer M5uE in a review for [72]‡
calls “plagiarism concerns . . . outside the scope of ethics review.”
Last, we find that ethics reviewers point out lack of impact
statements or discussion of negative societal consequences, sometimes citing NeurIPS’ guidelines. Ethics reviewer GdrQ in a review
for [61]‡ explicitly references the call for papers [20]:
6 We

refer to ethics reviewers by their anonymized IDs on OpenReview.

This work largely ignored the possible negative societal implications of their work, despite the [call for
papers] explicitly asking authors to reflect on these
for their work.
Non-Policy Issues. Non-policy issues (69.8%, 𝑁 = 67) discussed
by ethics reviewers fall into several themes. We find a theme of
ethics reviewers discussing the implications of research in terms
of how it may perpetuate societal biases or discrimination (e.g.,
racial bias and discrimination). For example, ethics reviewer YrQ8
for [64]‡ writes that “a future technology which relied on the advances described in this paper could be used to create an exclusionary online atmosphere or promote racially-biased standards of
beauty.” In reviewing a paper [53]‡ on voice conversion technology,
ethics reviewer tLu4 writes that the technology might “provide
tools for white supremacists to racially abuse and harass individuals,” and in a review for [54],‡ ethics reviewer vxyR writes that “it
is not clear which biases the model perpetuates and amplifies: the
datasets are not balanced across demographics (gender, age) and
they might have worse results for specific slices of populations.”
Ethics reviewers also discuss concerns around the use of ethically dubious datasets. Ethics reviewer RMnL in a review for [55]‡
mentions that the Penn94 dataset [24] “was controversial when
produced (raising privacy and other concerns),” and indicates that
this should have been mentioned by the paper authors, who ostensibly used the data in their work. Other datasets mentioned due
to ethical concerns include the CIFAR-10 benchmark dataset [16]
(e.g., discussed by ethics reviewer 6ELm in reviewing [45]‡ ) and
the 80mTiny dataset7 [28] (e.g., discussed by ethics reviewer 1QET
in reviewing [57]‡ ).
Ethics reviewers also discuss concerns around privacy and surveillance. For instance, ethics reviewer 7ABz writes in a review of [38]‡
that “it would be useful to think more fully about what it means to
infer higher order intrinsic characteristics and how such inferences
might both leak private (or at least withheld) information.” Ethics
reviewer hTQw in reviewing [56]‡ also raises privacy concerns,
pointing out that “the ability to conduct few shot identification of
individuals based on their decisions is likely to be of interest to
marketers, law enforcement, and many other entities in ways that
might give rise to privacy violations and abuse.” We also find that
ethics reviewers sometimes discuss concerns around the research’s
impact on the environment (e.g., ethics reviewer kHQK mentions
in their review of [40]‡ that “ethical considerations relevant to this
work are the environmental and financial costs associated with
developing and deploying large models”).
4.1.2 Scope. We find that ethics reviewers express the idea that
an ethical issue that applies to the paper being reviewed is part of
a larger issue arising in its subfield or field overall (14.6%, 𝑁 = 14).
In this way we find that ethics reviewers make nods to the “scope”
of the issue. Ethics reviewer YrQ8 writes the following about [64]:‡
This paper does raise ethical issues in my opinion. As
best I can tell, these issues are entirely associated with
the general topic of this paper, conditional generative
models of high-dimensional images, as opposed to the
specific algorithmic advances proposed in the paper.
7 Note

on the dataset’s retraction: https://groups.csail.mit.edu/vision/TinyImages/

However, by advancing the state of the art in this
sub-field, this work inherits the ethical issues of the
broader problem.
At times, ethics reviewers note that the paper’s ethical issues
arise more generally in the topic area to justify why the paper
should not be rejected on ethical grounds. For example, ethics
reviewer TQwK describes issues of misuse regarding [36]:‡
The authors acknowledge that [Conditional Generative Adversarial Networks (cGANs)] could be misused
with malicious intent so there is some ethical considerations when improving state of the art. This doesn’t
seem particularly unique to cGANs and in my opinion
this type of concern does not preclude acceptance . . .
Ethics reviewer 17Tc invokes a similar argument for why [23]‡
should not be rejected for using potentially ethically questionable
datasets (JFT-300M [27] and JFT-3B), writing that they “are reasonably established datasets and the question of their use should not be
assigned to a single set of authors.” In this way, the ethics reviewer
makes an explicit statement about the extent to which authors are
responsible for addressing or accounting for certain ethical issues
that may be part of a larger pattern.
Sometimes ethics reviewers note that a particular ethical issue
may be an instance of a larger problem, and indicate either explicitly
or implicitly that the paper authors must still engage with the issue
more deeply than they already have in their original paper. Ethics
reviewer k7bd takes this approach in their review on [67]‡ :
The authors do acknowledge that their approach is
‘data hungry’ (as pointed out by one of the reviewers).
But their response to this concern is, basically, ‘so is
every other modeling approach.’ This seems like an
important first step but does not seem to address the
core issues raised above . . .
Similarly, ethics reviewer iUg6 writes about [58]‡ that “[t]he
ethics issues that arise are not a result of the instant research, but
with systems of federated and split learning themselves,” and further
recommends that the authors write more specifically about how
“criticisms of [federated learning] with regard to privacy” apply to
the specific work particularly because of its use of sensitive health
data.

4.2

Ethics Reviewer Recommendations

Ethics reviews contain a dedicated section for ethics reviewers to
make recommendations for actions paper authors should take to
address the ethical issues raised. We consider recommendations
that ethics reviewers write in these sections and elsewhere in their
reviews. We find that recommendations vary in terms of the extent
of actions authors are suggested to take (in terms of identifying an
issue or mitigating it) and in terms of the nature of recommended
changes (i.e., adding or removing content).
4.2.1 Extent of Recommended Actions. Ethics reviewers often make
recommendations around identifying, specifying, or discussing an
ethical issue while at times they also make recommendations that
are more actively oriented toward mitigating downstream harm.
We note that some ethics reviewers make recommendations around
both identification and mitigation.

Identification. Ethics reviewers often make recommendations
around identification of ethical issues (51%, 𝑁 = 49). Often this
means further discussing a potential negative consequence or ethical issues discussed in the review process. For example, ethics reviewer k7bd, when reviewing [67],‡ notes that the authors should
take care to add discussion about certain ethical issues but need not
resolve them entirely, in this way drawing a distinction between
identification and mitigation:
It is possible for the researchers to address the [two]
ethical concerns raised above. They do not have to
‘fix’ them but they should be able to speak to how
these concerns factor into their sense of the value of
their proposed model.
Ethics reviewer VZYf of [61]‡ writes that despite the challenges
of considering downstream consequences of “upstream” work, the
paper would benefit from more discussion of societal impacts:
This is a very ‘upstream’ methodological contribution,
rather than more applied future work in which these
concerns would arise more intuitively. Nevertheless,
the paper would have benefited from some discussion
of the possible applications of this methodology, and
the societal implications of those applications.
Mitigation. Ethics reviewers sometimes recommend that authors take steps more oriented toward mitigating negative consequences or downstream harms, though recommendations toward
mitigation (27.1%, 𝑁 = 26) are rarer than recommendations around
identification. At times this means including a more in-depth discussion of methods of mitigation. In a review of [47],‡ ethics reviewer
2Zj9 points out that actually implementing a mitigation strategy is
ideal, but that instead, discussion of these strategies can strengthen
the paper:
Ideally, the research would have a defense to this privacy attack available at the same time that the issue
is demonstrated. Short of that, a more robust discussion of potential protection mechanisms, eg whether
current methods such as [differential privacy] might
help, would be useful.
Similarly, ethics reviewer pVfn in their review of [49]‡ notes
that the authors should add specific “recommendations for how researchers in this space can responsibly conduct their work (choice of
datasets, protocol for sharing models, etc.)” in light of surveillance
concerns. In this way, the recommendation goes beyond identifying issues and urges authors to make steps toward mitigating
these issues, in this case by outlining how other researchers may
responsibly conduct future work.
Other times, recommendations oriented toward mitigation extend beyond adding more discussion. For example, in a review
for [55],‡ a paper which introduces new datasets, ethics reviewer
RMnL asks the authors to add more documentation around the new
datasets:
Emerging best practices require data sets to be accompanied by documentation that supports sound
and ethical use.The addendum provides very limited
information about the existing datasets and makes no

effort to assess whether they are appropriate to use
in benchmarking or other research.
In a review of [37],‡ ethics reviewer pEAe also recommends more
documentation, specifically around “the performance of the method
on different subjects in the dataset of human faces, instead of only
on the entire dataset or the chosen ones that are not representative
for all kinds of subjects.”
4.2.2 Nature of Changes. Ethics reviewers tend to recommend
adding content as opposed to removing content as part of recommended changes.
Addition. Ethics reviewers often recommend adding material
to papers (66.7%, 𝑁 = 64). Sometimes this takes the form of asking
authors to provide additional documentation (e.g., ethics reviewer
b7jJ’s recommendation to add more documentation on protocols
around human subjects research as seen in [44]‡ ). Other times,
recommended additions focus more on adding further discussion
around ethical issues or other details. Ethics reviewer Ws2D, for
example, suggests that the authors of [54]‡ “expand the limitations
discussions as well as add more discussion of potential misuses”
and “add more details about the data sources” while ethics reviewer
Ag79 writes in a review of [29]‡ that “[t]he authors should acknowledge that being able to recover membership of an individual
in a disadvantaged group may itself be highly problematic.” As
an example of an instance where the recommended addition is
more general, ethics reviewer 1CRT in a review of [41]‡ writes
that in light of a missing impact statement, the authors “can add a
discussion of broader impacts to the Conclusion section without
substantive changes to the rest of the paper.”
Removal. Although less frequent than additions, ethics reviewers sometimes suggest that authors remove content from their papers (6.3%, 𝑁 = 6). For instance, ethics reviewer 7ABz implies that
the authors of [38]‡ can remove genders in their dating scenario,
writing that “there is no need to specify the genders of the potential
daters.” In a review of [68],‡ ethics reviewer mpwL recommends
that the authors remove an example attack from the paper, while
ethics reviewer 1QET recommends that the authors of [57]‡ remove
the use of an ethically questionable dataset (80mTiny [28]). Ethics
reviewer mu5w recommends that the authors of [70]‡ remove experiments that raise ethical questions:
Given that the question of whether someone is attractive or not is not a question devoid of politics, I
would recommend that the authors simply remove
the experiments predicting attractiveness or replace
them with something that is less overtly fraught with
issues.

4.3

Interaction Between Authors, Original
Reviewers, and Ethics Reviewers

We characterize interactions between parties involved in the ethics
review process (authors, original reviewers, ethics reviewers) in
terms of the extent to which authors appear to accept suggestions
by ethics reviewers, modes of justifying the work used by authors
when responding to ethics reviewers, and level of consistency between ethical issues flagged in original reviews and discussions in
ethics reviews.

4.3.1 Acceptance of Suggestions. We find that when applicable,
there is always an openness on the part of authors to adopting
some or all suggestions from ethics reviewers (58.3%, 𝑁 = 56) when
authors respond to ethics reviews (which is not always the case).
We often find that authors accept suggestions, at least in some
capacity, offered by ethics reviewers and respond by stating that
they will attempt to make the suggested changes or describing the
changes they plan to make in response to ethics reviews.
Sometimes responses contain a mix of refuting claims by ethics
reviewers and accepting suggestions. For example, ethics reviewer
GdrQ in their review of [61]‡ recommends that the authors include
a discussion of negative societal impacts. In their response, the
authors appear to refute the ethics reviewer’s claim that the paper
does not acknowledge ethical issues while also committing to making certain paper changes (e.g., “[w]e will expand this discussion
to include specific applications in social robotics . . . and surveillance, to broaden the scope to societal implications”). Sometimes
authors are more in agreement with ethics reviewers. As the authors of [35]‡ write in response to their ethics reviewers, “we are in
complete agreement that the dangers of designing algorithms for
model extraction are very real” and go on to note that they “will
make sure in the final version of the draft to incorporate elements of
this discussion so that this point becomes clear and also formulate
new directions towards mitigating such attacks.”
4.3.2 Justification Mechanisms. We find that at times authors appear to justify their work in different ways in their responses to
ethics reviews. For example, we find that sometimes authors employ
a type of Citing mechanism (10.7%, 𝑁 = 6),8 where they cite other
work to help explain certain choices in their research. In agreeing
to make a change in the dataset used in the paper, the authors of
[57]‡ also provide an explanation for their original dataset choice:
We will make sure to remove the 80mTiny dataset
and substitute it with another dataset . . . We used the
80mTiny dataset simply because OAT (published in
ICLR 2021) had used it.
Authors also sometimes appear to use a Limiting mechanism
(21.4%, 𝑁 = 12) in responses, essentially limiting the scope of scenarios where their work might apply. For example, the authors
of [71]‡ write that “while [they] hope [their] model can be used
by the community for research, [they] actively do not want the
model to be used for production purposes.” Authors also use a Correcting mechanism (19.6%, 𝑁 = 11), where they appear to correct
a statement or idea expressed by ethics reviewers. Last, we note
that authors at times mention or describe Positive Consequences
(26.8%, 𝑁 = 15) in their responses, which sometimes function as
a way of justifying the work at hand. For example, in response to
ethics reviewer 8nNQ, the authors of [49]‡ write the following:
Besides the possible negative effects, we highlight
that there are also many positive societal effects. The
technology can be applied in 1) video conferencing in
a silent or crowded environment, 2) audio enhancement using visual information, 3) conversation in a
8 Note

that if authors provide a common response to multiple ethics reviews, we
consider the response as if it were individually responding to each review in obtaining
counts. For percentages in the Justification Mechanisms section, the denominator is
the number of ethics reviews with author responses.

long-distance, and 4) conversation with people who
cannot make a voice.
4.3.3 Consistency (between Original Reviews and Ethics Reviews).
We find that there is often at least some consistency between ethical
issues flagged by original reviewers and ethical issues addressed
or discussed by ethics reviewers (89.6%, 𝑁 = 86). (Note that if the
original reviewers flag papers for ethics reviews but do not specify
why, we automatically consider ethics reviews to be consistent with
the original reviews, and as long as ethics reviews mention at least
one of the flagged issues, we also consider the ethics review to be
consistent with the original reviews.) As such, ethical issues pointed
out by original reviewers are often considered by ethics reviewers;
that is, there seems to usually be effective communication between
original and ethical reviewers. However, there are times where
there appears to be inconsistency between why a paper was flagged
for ethics review by original reviewers and what ends up being
discussed or considered by ethics reviewers (10.4%, 𝑁 = 10). For
example, in a review for [34],‡ original reviewer zxcr notes that
there may be issues with lack of anonymity of a funding source, but
ethics reviewer D5WN does not address this issue (or lack thereof)
in their review.

5

RECOMMENDATIONS

We reflect on our analysis to make recommendations for future
iterations of impact statements in the artificial intelligence research
community. The NeurIPS ethics guidelines [5] set forth several
recommendations for what to consider in the ethics reviews and
impact statements, such as studying disparate impacts on marginalized communities; however, given the newness of the statement,
we posit that further iterations on recommendations for authors in
writing impact statements could help deepen ethical deliberations.
Hence, below we suggest several potential recommendations for
authors writing impact statements.

5.1

Transparency

Further incorporate the impact statement into the research process.
We echo previous recommendations [14, 19] to integrate the impact
statement into the research process by considering societal impact
at the beginning of projects and also encourage authors to draw
on lessons from past impact statements. Authors who consider
the impact statement earlier on in the research process may, for
example, be able to make more significant changes to the research
questions than authors who write the statement once the research
has already been completed. Similarly, if NeurIPS continues to encourage impact statements, it may be that statements authors write
in previous years help inform aspects of future submissions. For
example, as past impact statements frequently propose future work
or ethical challenges facing subfields, authors can synthesize past
statements to motivate research directly addressing these issues.
Identify a wider range of possible negative impacts by considering
harms resulting from the actions of well-intentioned parties. We find
that impact statements tend to focus on a narrow set of impacts,
such as the proliferation of misinformation and surveillance that
infringes upon civil rights. Authors may want to consider expanding
discussions of potential uses and applications of and for their models
to capture a wider range of potential negative consequences. For

example, we find that authors sometimes describe harms arising
from the actions of bad actors. Focusing on these harms could
limit the discussion of broader impacts to harms resulting from
misuse by parties who are clearly ill-intentioned. However, a wider
range of consequences might be identified if authors consider the
negative consequences that could result from a technology’s use by
well-intentioned parties. Identification of these consequences could
also aid in developing mitigation strategies that align with uses
both ill- and well-intentioned. For instance, while the mitigation
strategies for a bad actor might be to restrict access to the code or
data, a strategy for mitigating negative impacts arising from a wellintentioned user’s actions might call for increased transparency
(e.g., of a model) or a better understanding of its limitations.
Be explicit about the scope of ethical issues. We find that at times,
ethics reviewers point out the ways in which an ethical issue raised
for a given paper is part of a larger issue that applies more broadly to
a type of technology or subfield. Thus, there may be certain classes
of technologies with recurring ethical questions or documented
examples of harms resulting from their use. We encourage authors
to state whether an identified negative impact is specific to an
individual paper or applicable to a broader subfield, beginning with
issues that are specific to the paper. One inhibition to discussing
issues stemming from the subfield may be fear of repetition or being
the target of undue blame. We argue that discussing recurring issues
will be a move toward the community mitigating negative impacts.

5.2

Accountability

Reflect further on ways in which researcher decisions or actions can
help mitigate negative consequences. We find that authors sometimes
focus less on their own responsibility around the consequences
of their work, and rather ascribe responsibility to other external
actors/users, sometimes though not always defined. In this way,
authors at times appear to frame their contributions as neutral, for
example noting their inability to control the ways in which external
actors may deploy their models. However, describing the work as
neutral creates a false dichotomy between design and deployment,
which could lead to less accountability on the part of researchers.
It could also discourage authors from deeper reflection around the
ways that implications of their contributions are under their control. Thus, the process of writing impact statements where authors
describe the ways in which the impacts of their work are primarily
outside their control may paradoxically strengthen beliefs among
researchers that they are not responsible for, or do not have agency
around, mitigating the negative implications of their contributions.
While there are almost certainly instances in which authors are
unable to foresee or mitigate some downstream consequences, we
encourage authors to think defensively about potential negative
impacts and corresponding mitigation strategies.
Explicitly weigh the positive impacts of their work with potential
harms and qualify their rationale. Several authors claim that the
benefits of their work will or are likely to outweigh potential harms,
but without conducting a thorough, less subjective cost calculus or
weighing of impacts. In other words, if authors argue that positive
impacts are likely to outweigh negative impacts, it could be useful to
encourage more rationale around this reasoning, including evidence
that may bolster such claims. In some cases, authors enumerate
potential harms but do not weigh the benefits against the harms,

leaving that judgment to the reader and potentially encouraging
less responsible, less critical use of the work. Further, if authors
point to a substantive potential harm, e.g., development of chemical
weapons, but do not clearly lay out why the benefits outweigh that
potential harm, it sheds reasonable doubt around the value of the
work for society.
Discuss mitigation strategies with more granularity. While the
current ethics guidelines [5] include an expectation that authors
include a discussion about methods to mitigate enumerated risks,
not all authors outline the steps they have taken or will take to
mitigate the negative impacts of their work. Further, authors who
discuss mitigation tend to delegate it to later work or propose widereaching strategies that are difficult to operationalize. In the ethics
review process, ethics reviewers also tend to recommend changes
focused on identifying ethical issues moreso than changes geared
toward mitigation. Thus, further encouraging authors to discuss
or implement mitigation strategies could be useful in engaging the
artificial intelligence research community in more actively taking
part in reducing downstream negative impacts.

5.3

Accessibility

Reduce jargon in impact statements. Impact statements can play a
role in cultivating a wider understanding, for instance across subfields in computer science research, around the potential benefits
and harms of cutting-edge research. However, we suggest that the
extent to which these statements can reach audiences outside specific subfields is limited if statements are filled with overly technical
language. Further analysis into the language used in impact statements, e.g., if they tend to mention concepts or use phrases that
may not be widely understood outside certain areas of computer
science research, could help pinpoint ways in which statements
can be written in ways that invite a wider audience, beginning
with computer science researchers in other subfields. Making the
statements more accessible can also help ethics reviewers, who
may be domain experts without technical specialty in the particular
subfield, to more comprehensively evaluate papers.

6

CONCLUSION

In this work we qualitatively analyze impact statements and ethics
reviews from NeurIPS 2021. We characterize impact statements
in terms of how authors assign responsibility and express agency
around mitigating negative consequences. In addition, we describe
themes in the ethics reviews with regards to issues raised by ethics
reviewers, changes they recommend to papers, and interactions
among authors, ethics reviewers, and original reviewers in general.
Based on our findings, we make recommendations for future impact
statements institutionalized by the artificial intelligence research
community that could help support researchers in engaging in
ethical deliberations regarding their work.
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